SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Please read these instructions carefully before operating.
• Ensure there is no person, animal or item obstructing the area under the footrest before operating this product.
• Improper use or installation may result in the risk of fire, electric shock and/or injury. We assume no liability for
•

any eventual damages caused by improper use or inappropriate handling, or by any other non-compliance with the
instructions in this manual.
This product is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction
concerning use of the product by a person responsible for their safety.

•
•

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the product.

•
•

Do not sit or place additional weight on the arms, back or open footrest.

•
•
•
•
•

This product contains moving parts. Keep fingers, hair and body parts well clear from moving parts. To reduce the
risk of injury, keep children and pets clear of the product when in use.
This product is very heavy. Only move this product by lifting the main body. Never drag by the footrest, back or arm
rest.
Return this product to the full upright position to stand safely and prevent a tripping hazard.
Do not operate this product if damage is visible in any form.
Do not modify or use unauthorised substitute parts.
This product has been designed and intended for indoor residential use only. It is not suitable for commercial or
outdoor use.
This product is not intended to be used as part of a health care plan. Consult your medical professional before
operating if you are taking medication or have physical limitations.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY
Please read these instructions carefully before operating.
• Never force the back or footrest to close faster than the electric motor.
• Before commencing cleaning or maintenance, ensure this product is disconnected from the power outlet and the
back is in the full upright position.

Assembly Instructions

Model: 281610

WARNING! ENTRAPMENT OR CRUSHING RISK
Ensure there is no person, animal or item obstructing the area under
the footrest before operating this device.

•
•

Disconnect this product from the power outlet before moving.

•

Do not operate this product if liquid spillage occurs on or around it. Disconnect from the power outlet and allow
product to completely dry before reconnecting.

Cease operation and disconnect from the power outlet if you ever detect a burning odour or smoke coming from
the product.

•
•

Do not operate the power functions or charge station with wet hands.

•

Ensure the power cord, electrical cords and transformer are clear of moving parts and not trapped underneath
the base.

•
•
•

Check the condition of the power cord, electrical cords, transformer, plug and connector on a monthly basis. Do
not operate if wear is visible.

Position the power cord to minimise a tripping hazard.
Never attempt to open or disassemble electrical components.
We recommend the use of a surge protector (not included).

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Please read these instructions carefully before assembling.
1.

Assemble this product in an open space with room to move. Both the 2.5 Seater and 2.5 Seater +
Chaise have 3 pieces.
Recliner - Arm Chair (A)
2.5 Seater - 1-Arm Chair (B), Console (C) and 1-Arm Chair (B).
2.5 Seater + Chaise - 1-Arm Chair (B), Armless Chair (D) and Chaise (E).
Recliner

2.5 Seater

A

B

C

B

Attaching feet to end seats (B)
Remove the feet from the
zippered compartment found in
the bottom of the product.

D

Right Seat

Use the allen key at 1, 2, 3 & 4
of the diagram to remove the
wooden slats with bolts &
plastic pads attached.

2.5 Seater + Chaise

B

Left Seat

E

Attach the angled plastic feet to the outer corners using 1 bolt and 1 washer each, per the diagram below.
Attach the 3 cylinder shaped feet in the center and inner corners, using the attached bolt on each foot.
Left Seat
2.

Right Seat

The suite pieces need to have feet attached. These are located in the zipped pocket underneath
each piece. Attach each foot with 1 screw as per the following instructions. Be careful when
rotating to avoid damage to the product.

Attaching feet to Recliner (A)
Remove the feet from the zippered
compartment found in the bottom of
the product.
Use the allen key at 1, 2, 3 & 4 of the
diagram to remove the wooden slats
with bolts & plastic pads attached.

Attaching feet to center console (C) or armless chair (D)
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Attach the angled plastic feet to
each corner using 1 bolt and 1
washer each, per the diagram.
Attach the cylinder shaped feet in the
center using the attached bolt on
each foot.

Remove the feet from the
zippered compartment found in
the bottom of the product.
Attach the cylinder shaped feet
in the corners using the
attached bolt on each foot.

Attaching feet to chaise (E)

3.

Connect the pieces together using the brackets (Figure 1)
down the side of each piece.
2.5 Seater - Connect both 1-Arm Chairs (B) to the Console (C).
2.5 Seater + Chaise - Connect the 1-Arm Chair (B) and the
Chaise (E) to the Armless Chair (D).

4.

At the rear of the suites, connect the power supply cords.

Remove the feet from the zippered compartment found in the bottom of the product.
Attach the angled plastic feet to the outer and arm corners using 1 bolt and 1 washer
each, per the diagram below.

Figure 1

Attach the 2 cylinder shaped feet in the center and inner corners, using the attached
bolt on each foot.

Left Chaise

Right Chaise

C1

A1

B1
A1
Figure 2
For the 2.5 + Chaise there are 4 power supply cords to connect (Figure 2).
A1 - Connect the two power supply cords with separate transformer boxes to the two outside seat outlets
and then to a wall outlet.
B1 - Connect the power supply cord without a separate transformer box to the middle seat. Connect to a wall
outlet.
*NOTE - The power supply cord without the separate transformer box must only be connected to the middle
seat.
C1 - Connect the power supply cord coming out from underneath the middle seat to a wall outlet.
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The 2.5 Seater has the same A1 and B1 power supply connections as the 2.5 Seater + Chaise,
but does not have power supply connection C1.
The recliner has one power supply with separate transformer A1 to
connect to the rear corner of the suite (Figure 3).
5.

Ensure all cords are firmly connected before turning the wall
outlets on. Check that all the red switches at the rear of the
suite are switched on and lit up.

6.

Your suite assembly is now complete and ready to be used.
Please read the safety instructions before operating.

A1
Figure 3

OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

TROUBLESHOOTING
If you are having any issues please try the following solutions.

Wireless Charger (2.5 Seater Only)

A wireless charger is located under the 2.5 Seater tray table. Its
location is indicated by a sticker (Figure 4). The sticker can be
removed once you are familiar with the location.
To wirelessly charge your device, first ensure your device is
compatible. This can be checked in the device’s specifications or
on the manufacturer’s website.
If wireless charging compatible, place your device on the tray
table and the charging icon will display on your screen.

•
•

Unplug the suite for 5 minutes to reset all electrical components.

•

The wireless charger is compatible with Qi wireless devices. Check your device specifications to confirm
if it is wireless charging compatible. Wireless charging is available on Apple iPhone 8 + later and
Samsung Galaxy S7 + later devices.

•
Figure 4

•
•

Charge Station (2.5 Seater + Chaise Only)

•
•
•

A Charge Station is located in the drop down table of the 2.5 Seater +
Chaise (Figure 5). There are 2 x 240V outlets and 2 x USB ports.
For larger devices such as tablets and laptops, we recommend using
the 240V outlets to charge.
Figure 5

The USB ports on the charge station and in the armrest are low voltage. Please use the 240V socket if
you are charging a larger device or require a faster charge.

Check that all plugs are plugged into the wall outlet and are secure. Please check that the wall outlet is
switched on. Check the red switches at the rear of the suite are on.
Check to ensure that all connection cords are properly connected, as per the step by step instructions.
There are multiple connections, any of which being too loose may cause performance issues.
Ensure no cords are pulled too tight. If the cord does not reach its destination with ease you may be
trying to plug it into the wrong location. Please refer back to the step by step instructions to double
check. If it is still is too short/tight, please contact the store you purchased the suite from.
Ensure there is nothing obstructing the recliner movement.
Try plugging the suite into a different power outlet.
Please check all connections before contacting the store for more help.

If the suite continues to fail please contact the store from which it was
purchased from.

Pull Out Armrest (All)

The left arm facing armrest on the Recliner and both armrests on the
2.5 Seater and 2.5 Seater + Chaise feature a pull out armrest (Figure
6). The pull out armrest includes a cup holder, USB charger and
magazine holder.
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To access this functionality, insert your thumb into the gap down the
outside of the seat and push outwards. This has been designed to
require minimal force.
There is enough clearance to keep a USB cable plugged into the
charger even when the armrest is closed so you can continue to use
the charger.

Figure 6
Synargy is a registered responsible supplier on ERAC. Electrical components within our products have
been tested and comply with all legal requirements imposed for electrical safety and EMC.
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